We meet here to day under the most favorable auspices, ?harmonious and prosperous.
So let our assemblies and relations ever be maintained, to our mutual benefit.
There is no such thing as independence in this universe, and the man who best understands his relationships and dependencies, is in the best condition to enjoy the best of life.
American Dentistry?scarcely two and a half score years of age?has risen from its humble origin and become a highly respectable power for good throughout the country.
At first it was confined to, and practiced by, a few cunning and ingenious workmen, who devised their own plans, instruments and materials, and did the best they could under the circumstances and conditions of their isolations. But such conditons no longer clog and retard us. Now, by concert of movement, by science and association, we have arrived at highly commendable respectability for our attainment and for the beauty and usefulness of our manipulations. Much of this is due to professional courtesy and kindly associative action.
The praiseworthy success that has attended our unwearied efforts for improvement, is a matter of which we may well be proud.
Dentistry has kept pace with the reform movements of the age and now claims to be a profession, the peer of any other.
It has taken due and rational thought of what it should say and do, and now manifests the benefits.
"With increased numbers came increased science, power and responsibilities. Once "weighed in the balance and found wanting," it has now grown corpulent and symmetrical ; and can speak, act, and manfully justify itself. In our untiring efforts to raise our profession to its present dignified and exalted position, we have done nobly for ourselves and for society.
Our object has been, and I trust will continue to be, to attain to the greatest usefulness and perfection in our indispensable vocation. Let us be governed by the exalted principles of truth, right and justice, and so rise above all narrow-minded selfishness to the lofty consideration of universal good and benefit. It has come to be thought that the Dental is an indispensable profession, for no man or woman can be a "glorification of God," without beautiful teeth, and a healthy digestion, to which these so greatly contribute.
Then it follows as a logical sequence that we work diligently for the glorification of both God and humanity by contributing so But as the demand for professional men increases, these evils will, in some measure, be obviated more and more, the benefits of association will be perceived, and the members will not only profit themselves, but be enabled to render more and greater benefits to the community at large. New York has put her shoulder to the Juggernaut of progress and it is to be hoped that all available instrumentalities, legal and educational, will be brought into requisition to crush out of existence all quackery and imposition, that our land may blossom in the sunshine of science, and bring forth fruits worthy of our enlightened age.
Mr. President?the present is, far excellent, an age of progress, and highest and most important scientific discoveries. Its faith is not the faith that through the foregone ages was satisfactory and thought sufficient.
It has eyes and ears, and trusts in the evidence of its senses.
It is an age of illumination and great events,?it lays manly hold on things now that were once only dreamed of and hoped for. Who now can fail to consider it a glorious privilege to be born for and live in such an ephoc, and to enjoy communion with its deep thought, and its most developed teachers ? This is an age compulsive of deep thought and earnest reflections. The grandest results of truths, many of them long ago promulgated to the dull senses of misunderstanding are now clearly seen, understood and acknowedged on overy side. How to understand and obtain the benefits of these, should deeply concern every soul.
All The only indications in these instances was a redness of the margin of the gums, and he found always that the alveolus was absorbed and the periosteum detached. He had never practiced the amputation of the end of the root, but had succeeded in removing the nodules after repeated effort, and then made mildly escharotic applications. really amounted to about this; A preparation, called oxychloride of zinc, consisting of a white powder, which is mixed into a mortar with an acid fluid, is plastered into the tooth over an exposed pulp; the patient has more or less pain for a longer or shorter time, and then it stops; after hardening, cut away the surplus material and fill the cavity with gold, and, where there is no subsequent pain, conclude that the pulp of the tooth is alive and all going well. Some modify this process by covering the exposed pulp with creosote before putting in the mortar, and claim that there is then no pain felt. A great many who had tried the same process liad had a great deal of subsequent pain to contend with. But all this superstructure had been built upon the slight foundation of some temporary apparent success, opposed by a great deal, perhaps more, of evident failure, in the face of the well-known fact that teeth containing dead pulps might lie dormant for years and then break out into the most troublesome activity; and also that pulps, after having been exposed, might on the condition of exclusion of air and moisture, quietly die and become atrophied. On the other hand, it was as certainly true that an exposed pulp was occassonally found which, having maintained its healthy vitality, and being protected from external irritation, threw out from its enveloping membrane a deposit of secondary dentine, which more or less perfectly shuts up the open-ing into the pulp cavity. But these cases were so rare that men would go from one city to another to see them. Admitting all the favorable cases cited to-day as perfectly true, so far they were utterly insufficient to prove that the pulps in question were not now dead, or undergoing a slow destruction by the free acid whose presence had been so incautiously alluded to, or by the powerful escharotic (creosote) 
